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Background 
The International Security Sector Advisory Team (ISSAT) was officially created within DCAF – the 
Centre for Security Sector Governance1 on 8 February 2008. It is one of DCAF’s four departments 
and forms part of the multi-dimensional approach that DCAF has supporting Security Sector 
Governance. ISSAT sits alongside DCAF’s Operations Department, which leads on supporting 
national actors through the implementation of programmes, as well as DCAF’s Policy and 
Research Department, which leads on DCAF’s contribution to the international policy agenda for 
SSG/R, as well as encompassing specialised capacities in Gender and Security, and Business and 
Security.2 The Resources Department completes the overarching DCAF structure in which ISSAT 
sits. As such, ISSAT sits as part of a comprehensive DCAF toolbox for supporting SSG/R. 
 
We were set up in recognition of the need to increase the capacity of the international community 
to support Security Sector Governance/Reform (SSG/R) processes, to enhance the effectiveness 
and quality of SSG/R activities, and to facilitate the coordination and coherence of the 
international community’s support for nationally driven SSR procedures. This fundamental need 
has not changed and was indeed underlined in the findings of the 10-year evaluation of ISSAT 
carried out in 2018 3 . Our Governing Board Members (GBMs) have increasingly requested to 
expand our support in areas they classify as justice sector reform and Rule of Law (RoL). In order 
to capture this range more explicitly, the term Security and Justice or S&J is used in this document, 
with the understanding that this sits within the wider framework of SSG/R.    
 
ISSAT has sixteen (16) bilateral and seven (7) multilateral Governing Board Members (GBMs)4. 
Based on its long-term engagement and the quality of its services, we have evolved to become a 
trusted partner of our GBMs, providing concrete tools and services, such as country and sectoral 
assessments, lesson gathering, donor mappings, evaluations, and facilitating domestic whole-of-
government approaches and international coordination. Our convening power and rigorous 
methodologies are highly valued. 
 
As a department within DCAF, ISSAT’s operational strategy stems from the DCAF corporate 
strategy, the development of which drew from contributions from across the organisation. Within 
this framework, this document outlines our operational strategy for the period 2020-2024, and 
focuses on how ISSAT will meet its GBMs’ evolving needs over this period.  
 

 
1 Previously called the Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of Armed Forces 
2 More details can be found in the DCAF strategy 
3 See Annex A for a summary of the recommendations 
4 ISSAT’s Governing Board Members are: Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany*, 
Ireland*, Netherlands*, Norway*, Slovakia*, Sweden*, Switzerland*, the UK*, the US, AU, EU, OECD, OIF, OSCE, UN, and 
the World Bank. As contributors to ISSAT’s Pooled Fund, those marked by an * make up the Core Group of the Governing 
Board. 

https://issat.dcaf.ch/Learn/Resource-Library/Other-Documents/ISSAT-10-Year-Evaluation-Report
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The DCAF strategic goals are to:  
 

• Reaffirm the value of democratic governance in addressing current and emerging security 
challenges; 

• Enhance SSG/R engagement in fragile and conflict-affected contexts;  
• Strengthen the contribution of SSG/R to international policy and practice; and  
• Tailor the organisation to better deliver its mandate. 

 
Within the framework of the DCAF corporate strategy, ISSAT’s operational strategy has been 
developed through in-depth consultations with our GBMs, taking into account the findings from 
the Ten-Year Evaluation of ISSAT and using the previous ISSAT framework documents as a basis.  
 
This document orients and articulates ISSAT’s different streams of engagement around delivery 
to its primary beneficiaries, the GBMs, and therefore links up with the results framework captured 
in ISSAT’s various contractual commitments. Accompanying this document at Appendix 1 is the 
department’s implementation plan for how all its work contributes towards the one-DCAF delivery 
of the DCAF corporate strategy. This second document orients and articulates the different ISSAT 
strategic objectives around the DCAF expected accomplishments to provide a clear understanding 
of how ISSAT’s operational strategy contributes to the delivery of the DCAF strategy, and may be 
of particular interest to those GBMs who are also donors to other DCAF activities.   
 
This operational strategy document is specifically regarding ISSAT’s work. The areas that we work 
on are of course complemented by the work that other departments within DCAF carry out, and 
vice versa. For example, our focus on operational lessons and tools on how to support S&J is 
complemented by DCAF’s Policy Research Department’s support to high-level international policy 
and guidance development initiatives, applied research on SSG/Rand development of in-depth 
Handbooks and Toolkits5, as well as Operations Department products geared towards national 
partners, such as the Toolkit on Police Integrity. Furthermore, our support to our GBMs in their 
scopings, assessments, strategy development, evaluations and other field engagements can 
complement DCAF Operations Department’s direct support to national counterparts in shared 
focus countries (and vice versa). Noting DCAF Operations Department’s role in implementing 
programmes, this provides opportunities for our GBMs to have a follow-on whole-of-package 
DCAF support option (ISSAT does not implement GBM programmatic support to national actors).   

 
5 Such as the Gender and SSR Toolkit, the Business and Security Toolkit, and the Handbook for the 
Ombuds institutions of the Armed Forces 
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Context 
This section provides a summary of key points drawn from the section on strategic context in the 
DCAF strategy, followed by an analysis on what this means for our GBMs. 

Summary of global developments6 

• Rising authoritarianism, growing inequality, threats to human and women’s rights and 
emboldened nationalism and populism.   

• A decline in levels of global freedom, with reduced civic space and challenges to democratic 
institutions.  

• Extant challenges to achieving gender equality and overcoming gender discrimination, both 
within the security sector and in broader society, although awareness and commitment has 
increased.   

• Strengthened transnational challenges such as terrorism, violent extremism, transnational 
crime, health emergencies (such as those shown by the recent COVID-19 pandemic), climate 
change and large-scale migration, that require not only intensive and innovative cooperation 
among states and non-state actors but also the development of governance- driven – as 

 
6 Extracted from the DCAF 2020-2024 Strategy  
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opposed to hard security-driven – responses, placed within a framework of the rule of law and 
respect for human rights and gender equality.  

• A new empirically-based understanding that grievances related to exclusion – also in the area 
of security and justice – are at the root of many violent conflicts today. 

• A shift to re-situating inter alia S&J within the context of sustainable development, conflict 
prevention and broader peacebuilding 7  against a backdrop of peacebuilding failures and 
security crises. 

GBM context 

Scarce GBM resources are increasingly dedicated towards stabilisation efforts, be it at the 
national or the regional level, as well as for engagements related to the prevention of violent 
extremism, counterterrorism and irregular migration. Recently this has extended to issues related 
to the COVID-19 pandemic. These efforts are providing new entry points for S&J (for example as 
flanking measures to improve security sector governance) but involve working in far more 
complex and volatile environments. The integrated approach required for successfully navigating 
the humanitarian-security-development nexus necessitates an increased sensitivity to domestic 
politics and coordination as well as attention to risk management. 

Cognisant of the importance of staying engaged even during active conflict and in the most fragile 
of situations, inherent political risks are often mitigated by opting for multilateral engagements 
and regional instruments, such as the AU, instead of engaging bilaterally. Therefore, despite 
challenges to multilateralism seen over recent years, multilateral peace support missions, such as 
those led by the UN, EU, OSCE, AU or NATO, and multilateral funding instruments for fragile 
situations, remain vital for many, with multilaterals such as the European Union increasing their 
level of engagement as foreign policy and defence actors.  

The myriad policy agendas require building the capacities of a new generation of S&J experts, 
from those working on prevention to those engaged more on stabilisation, whether at HQ or in 
field missions, who are able to navigate the intertwined politics and technicalities of foreign 
policy, international security, humanitarian response and development. 

Our GBM operational strategy consultation process highlighted that GBMs are looking for support 
navigating the development-security nexus, drawing on our ability to facilitate dialogue between 
security and development actors at the national and the multilateral level. Faced with competing 
pressures on resources and multiple priorities, GBMs expressed the need for support 
demonstrating the return on investment for S&J activities – through our joint mappings and 
assessments, as well as creating the tools and M&E frameworks that allow tracking of S&J efforts 
and proving their impact on conflict prevention and stabilisation, and moving towards greater 

 
7  In particular the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the United Nations‘ Sustaining Peace 
Agenda 
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coordinated approaches where responsibilities and costs can be shared across multiple actors 
supporting S&J.   

To navigate the shifting environment, the GBMs moreover expressed the need for assistance with 
the evolving concept of S&J, particularly in the context of emerging security threats, and their 
operationalisation into concrete response strategies. GBMs moving to integrate an S&J angle into 
their traditional development activities, as well as those supporting stabilisation efforts in 
extremely fragile situations of ongoing violent conflict, have expressed the need for support in 
developing their thinking on risk and how to integrate comprehensive risk and mitigation matrices 
into their programming and political engagements. Finally, given the many demands on GBMs’ 
time, they rely on us to prioritise accessibility and simplifying complexity in our products and 
communications.  They also call for support for building the human resource capacities of their 
experts necessary to take S&J to the next level of effectiveness. 

As such, ISSAT aims to be a trusted, strategic partner for our GBMs that enables them to provide 
more politically engaged, evidence-based, context-specific, people-centred and effective S&J 
support, which contributes to improved development, stabilisation and conflict prevention 

ISSAT operational goal 
To reinforce and improve the way in which our GBMs individually and collectively support S&J 
development 

Given the diversity of our GBMs’ needs, we achieve our operational goal through tailored 
individual assistance, as well as facilitating better coordinated approaches between and within 
GBMs through maximising our convening power and partnerships across our GBMs. This is 
provided across a range of advisory, professional development and training, and knowledge and 
outreach services.   
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Objectives to meet the needs of our GBMs 
We have six objectives, which support improving our GBMs’ collective support to S&J, 
reinforcing our GBMs individually in their S&J interventions, and reinforcing our GBMs’ 
institutional capacity to support S&J.  

IO-1 Enable better decision-making around S&J programming 
S&J programmes take place in challenging, complex and often crowded environments, with 
high levels of uncertainty and therefore potentially elevated levels of risk. Information on 
previously identified lessons can be scarce and awareness of the range of S&J support 
being provided may be limited. Our support through scoping studies, assessments, 
mappings, evaluations, and lesson identification studies provides knowledge, 
recommendations and methodologies for our GBMs to better shape their engagements in 
these environments. The way in which we do that varies in line with the specific needs of 
our various GBMs. This could mean that we provide an ISSAT advisor or officer to integrate 
into their team, bringing specific expertise on methodology, thematic good practice and/or 
comparative experience. On the other end of the scale, this could also mean that we 
conduct the mandate ourselves, providing the expertise to guide and inform one or more 
multilateral and/or bilateral donors. This is done working closely with GBM personnel to 
ensure that they can incorporate relevant findings into their decision making to improve 
their programming and accompanying political engagement approaches, as well as 
enabling them to replicate this in future processes.  

Whilst considering the policy framework and programming priorities of our GBMs 
mandating us, we also provide a range of wider recommendations that provide 
opportunities for complementary action across all our GBMs, as well as links to 
engagements by other partners.  Overall, we bring to bear our experience in assisting 
international support to S&J programming across many different contexts as well as 
benefiting from our networks across our 23 bilateral and multilateral GBMs. 

Sub-objectives: 

Better prepare GBM decision-making through scoping-studies, assessments and 
mappings 

Better enable GBM adjustments in decision-making through monitoring and evaluation 
and lessons identification 

Better incorporate risk assessment and mitigation in GBM decision-making  
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IO-2 Improve GBM coordination 
Our GBMs have requested support to help improve levels of coordination. These challenges 
are felt within GBMs (whole of government or whole of institution approaches) as well as 
between GBMs and other parts of the international community. We are not a coordination 
mechanism (i.e. we do not attempt to coordinate the work of others) but our approaches 
are designed to facilitate better coordination, as well as providing concrete assistance to 
embed mechanisms that can help to improve coordinated analysis, planning, 
implementation and reflection. Our support will combine actions at different levels.  
 
We will work on specific projects to improve levels of coordination, such as working with 
individual GBMs to help them develop whole of government approaches to implementing 
their S&J or related strategies.  We will reach out where appropriate to increase the number 
of our mandates that are joint with multiple GBMs.  Our evaluations may include specific 
questions on coordination. Our findings and recommendations from our advisory field 
support (scoping studies, assessments, mappings, evaluations and lessons identification) 
will continue to be shared across our GBMs as much as possible. Regional and country level 
mappings will help our GBMs to identify opportunities for strategic alignment, gaps in 
international assistance and opportunities for enhanced coordination. Our biannual 
Governing Board meetings will continue to convene like-minded leads across the GBMs to 
discuss key issues, increase awareness of each other’s’ priorities and activities, develop a 
shared understanding of common S&J challenges, and identify clear opportunities for joint 
engagements.  

Sub-objectives: 

Improve GBM approaches to cross-institutional or organisational support for S&J 

Improve the extent to which GBMs cooperate on ISSAT mandates 

 

IO-3  Enhance GBMs’ strategic approaches 
In recent years our GBMs have been increasingly reflecting upon their approaches to 
supporting S&J, with several new strategies or frameworks emerging. We have supported 
several of these, allowing us to bring good practice and lessons identified from previous 
S&J programmes, as well as drawing on our work to better understand the S&J contribution 
to emerging security challenges. Our support in strategy development will focus on 
assisting our GBMs to articulate comprehensive Theories of Change, identify their niche 
areas and potential gaps in their current approaches, better incorporate S&J principles and 
enhance coherence across their approaches at local, national and regional levels.  
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In addition to building on this developmental capacity, we will support our GBMs in moving 
forward in the implementation phase of their strategies, whether through focusing on 
whole-of-government/organisation approaches, establishing indicators, or supporting 
regular reviews. Furthermore, we will help to identify areas of opportunity with other 
GBMs’ strategies, as well as promoting and sharing lessons on strategy development and 
implementation across our GBMs.   

Sub-objectives: 

Strengthen the development of GBMs’ strategic approaches for supporting S&J 

Enable the implementation of GBMs’ strategic approaches for supporting S&J 

 

IO-4 Build the business case for supporting S&J 
The gains achieved by S&J are often difficult to capture. They are long-term, rarely the 
result of individual (or even individual sector) initiatives, and frequently take place in fragile 
countries where wider contextual factors can undermine gains. These challenges become 
further pronounced when considering building an evidence-based narrative around 
prevention to take forward recent work undertaken by the World Bank and others. 
Increasing pressures on government department budgets in recent years has emphasised 
the need for our GBMs to be able to better articulate the benefits from S&J engagement. 
Our work to identify a key set of indicators for measuring the quality of support to S&J 
processes will allow our GBMs to incorporate these into monitoring frameworks.  
 
We will work to identify better ways of articulating the Return on Investment of S&J 
support, including facilitating how lessons and analysis of trends and challenges can be 
integrated into enhancing future operational support and policy design. This will be 
enhanced by work being done to develop a basket of indicators to be developed, integrated 
into ISSAT and GBM support activities, and monitored. Additional activities will focus on 
developing a clearer understanding of how S&J contributes to other main GBM priorities, 
such as PVE or ameliorating security issues around migration, as well as focusing on S&J 
lessons for transitions from peacekeeping to peacebuilding to underline and better identify 
the exact role of S&J in sustainability.  We will build on our collaboration with other DCAF 
departments to highlight additional examples for our GBMs. Underpinning all this work will 
be our outreach activities that help to better communicate the advantages that come from 
S&J investment.  

Sub-objectives: 
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Develop a set of key S&J indicators to be integrated and monitored in S&J support 

Produce clear narratives for GBMs to articulate the added value of supporting S&J 

 

IO-5 Enhance GBMs’ capacities to deploy strategic S&J advisors 
Strategic advisors are a key tool used by bilateral and multilateral actors to provide 
support. ISSAT’s 2015 study on What Works in International Security and Justice 
Programming showed that ensuring the right capacities are deployed in these roles is key 
to achieving results. Training is an important element, focusing on enhancing the 
professional knowledge, skills and attitudes of individuals. We will complement this 
through support to structural changes to ensure suitable recruitment, selection, and follow 
up of deployed advisors, as well as improving understanding on what competencies are 
required to meet S&J mission and programme needs.  

Sub-objectives: 

Deliver high-quality training for GBMs 

Strengthen GBM systems to deploy strategic advisors  
 

IO-6 Provide a toolbox of approaches and examples of how to support 
S&J 
Our methodology, operationally-focused Principles in Practice and Thematics in Practice 
pages on the Community of Practice, and compendiums of resource materials captured in 
our regular English and French Digests will continue to form the basis of how we provide 
our GBMs with a better understanding of what has worked when supporting S&J processes 
in different contexts and what factors enabled this success. This will assist our GBMs with 
tracking good practice and identifying good entry points for supporting S&J development, 
as well as providing clear lessons and details on trends and challenges for our GBMs to 
integrate into future operational support and policy design. The toolbox of approaches and 
examples will also capture the range of aims for which S&J engagements attempt to 
contribute, including prevention, development, and stabilisation. We will build on our 
collaboration with other DCAF departments to highlight additional examples for our GBMs. 
 
Sub-objectives  
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Enable GBMs to integrate elements dealing with the prevention of violent conflict into 
their S&J programming 

Strengthen GBM’s access to examples on what has worked 

Enabling factors 

EF1 Consolidate ISSAT programme management 
We will work to refine and improve our internal programme management approaches in 
order to improve the efficiency of information sharing, and align with developments in 
whole of DCAF reporting and management systems. Our ability to provide results focused 
reporting depends on our GBMs, who are the best judges of the outcomes that our support 
has upon their approaches. We will continue to work with our GBMs to improve how we 
track the ongoing outcomes of the mandates we deliver for them and as recognised in the 
November 2019 Governing Board Meeting, this will require a “compact” with our GBMs in 
order to ensure that we get the data required. We will also continue to support, inform and 
incorporate DCAF’s ongoing development to its corporate approach to results-based 
management.  
 

EF2 Demonstrate value for money 
We are committed to demonstrating value for money (VFM) for our GBMs. This will be done 
through monitoring and reporting on our mandates to ensure we are delivering through 
our activities, as well as adapting and improving our processes and approaches in line with 
the lessons we learn in our work in order to make them more effective. We will strive to be 
as efficient as possible with our resources and we are transparent in our reporting (using 
IATI). Through facilitating and improving coordination, we will enable our GBMs to draw 
economies from joint mandates as well as improved effectiveness from complementary – 
rather than competing – programming in the field (see strategic objective on facilitating 
coordination). Furthermore, through our work on building the business case for S&J, we will 
help our GBMs to articulate the value that S&J delivers.  
 

EF3 Develop partnerships to amplify our work 
Given the breadth and depth of S&J, the interlinkages with other disciplines such as health 
safety, migration, violent extremism, DDR, public sector reform, education, etc., and the 
range of other organisations who are supported by our GBMs to bring niche capabilities, 
we will need to maintain and enhance our partnerships in order to take the type of holistic 
approach to S&J support that has been established as a good practice. We will do this 
through using our Community of Practice to help identify useful partnerships; 
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strengthening our existing partnerships, especially with international organisations, and 
those who also work closely with our GBMs; and building in partnerships to our Theories 
of Change 
 

EF4 Develop and maintain our expertise 
Having the right expertise is fundamental to meeting our operational goal and 
performance. We will use our detailed understanding of our GBMs’ needs to guide 
recruitment of the right experts to ISSAT staff and roster, including an emphasis on 
diversity and gender equality, which will also be a factor in how we put teams together. 
We will identify opportunities for staff development that align with organisational 
priorities, including both formal training and informal mentoring and lesson sharing 
opportunities. We will update our roster management to ensure regular assessment and 
alignment of personnel to meet the changing needs of our GBMs. We will also ensure that 
all our ISSAT experts are familiar with our toolbox of approaches and examples of how to 
support S&J in order to best support our GBMs to use and incorporate these into their 
strategies and accompanying programming.  

 

EF5 Understand our GBMs’ needs 
Understanding our GBMs’ policies, priorities and procedures is a vital part of being able to 
shape our support to meet their needs. Our relationship with many of our GBMs spans over 
ten years, creating a lot of institutional memory in the team. We will ensure understanding 
our GBMs’ needs remain central to our support by remaining up-to-date on evolving 
policies and approaches through regular exchanges and capital / HQ visits, as well as 
capitalizing from the knowledge we gain from the range of work we support across 
different institutions within our GBMs. We will build on our collaboration with other DCAF 
departments who are also interacting with the bilateral and multilateral organisations that 
make up our Governing Board through their programmes to further deepen our collective 
understanding of needs, thus providing a multiplier effect.  

Implementation  
The following section provides an overview of how we will take forward implementation of 
the operational strategy.  

Approach 
We will remain demand-driven in our work, reacting to the specific requests we receive 
from our GBMs, supplemented by a proactive approach regarding GBM-relevant 
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knowledge production, identifying opportunities for joint engagement, and furthering 
tools, methodologies and approaches. This may be supplemented by a more proactive 
approach, such as reacting to opportunities identified by other parts of DCAF or applying 
for tenders, if these remain within the framework of ISSAT’s mandate. Furthermore our 
capacities and experience can also enhance delivery of other DCAF programmes, thus 
reinforcing the collective support DCAF provides to its donors.  

Services 
We will implement our strategy by drawing on our three service lines, notably Advisory 
Field Support (AFS), Professional Development and Training (PDT), and Outreach and 
Knowledge (OAK), underpinned by our GBM advocacy and HQ support work. Different 
mandates may draw on multiple service lines.  

Funding 
Our pooled funding mechanism remains core to our ability to deliver our strategy. Core 
GBMs contribute to the pooled fund, which is divided into three pillars as shown below.  
Multilateral members benefiting from support under Pillar 2 provide a contribution through 
cost-sharing, which is worked out on a case-by-case basis. 

 
This is supplemented by project funding for specific support for engagements not covered 
by the pooled fund. We will continue to encourage our GBMs to become core Members. The 
pillar budgetary system is of course connected to and aligned with DCAF’s corporate 
budget structure. As one of DCAF’s departments, ISSAT will continue to depend on and 
benefit from corporate support services, hence the inclusion of DCAF overheads in funding 
arrangements. It should also be noted that more recently, GBMs are including support to 
ISSAT as part of a more comprehensive DCAF support package, which can maximise 
synergies with other programmes they are supporting within the organisation (and vice 
versa).  
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Experts 
In order to remain a nimble, flexible unit that can meet the diverse S&J needs of its 23 GBMs 
in a way that is cost-efficient and covers a wide range of geographical and thematic 
capacities, whilst also building a strong institutional memory, our model is based on a small 
core team whose expertise is supplemented by a discrete pool of trusted roster members. 
In addition, we draw from the knowledge and experience from other departments in DCAF.   

Governing Board 
As a department within DCAF, the DCAF Foundation Council is the overarching governance 
structure. Underneath that umbrella, our “Governing Board” are made up of core Members, 
other bilateral Members and Multilateral Members8. Core Members retain decision-making 
responsibilities for the use of Pillar 1 funds and shape our annual priorities for Pillars 2 and 
3, which are discussed in the meeting of the core group, held alongside the main Governing 
Board Meeting. The core group form part of the discussions on the introduction of new 
Members.  

All GBMs are invited to attend our biannual Governing Board meetings, which provide 
feedback on our work and progress against our strategy, as well as acting as a convening 
forum where like-minded supporters of S&J gather to discuss and analyse trends, 
opportunities and challenges.  

We also carry out regular phone calls with our GBMs to exchange information and ideas.  

Monitoring and reporting 
Our results framework (Annex B) combines indicators for our objectives and sub-
objectives, as well as additional indicators required for reporting on DCAF’s corporate 
strategy implementation. In line with the decision taken in the May 2019 Governing Board 
Meeting, reporting on the pooled fund will be done through the pooled fund narrative 
report, which comes out on the 31st March, with audited financial reporting covered by 
ISSAT’s inclusion in the DCAF accounts.  

Risk management 
In addition to monitoring our activities, approaches and assumptions for results, we will 
also use a risk management matrix (Annex C) to improve our ability to anticipate potential 
risks and opportunities and bring in mitigating measures to address these.  

 

 
8 The use of the term “Members” does not imply any legal or financial obligation.  
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Annex A - Lessons identified  

The following lessons and findings from the ISSAT Ten-Year Evaluation are incorporated into 
our operational strategy: 

There is strong support across the GBMs for ISSAT’s mandate, service lines or activity 
streams9 and funding model10. However, ISSAT runs the risk of being spread too thinly, 
trying to cover a high number of issues relative to modest size and resource. ISSAT needs 
greater clarity on its key priorities and core business for the next strategy period, as well 
as analysing the risks regarding ISSAT’s ability to flexibly respond to GBM’s mandate 
requests.  

• This is addressed through clearly identifying priorities for the 2020-2024 ISSAT 
operational strategy within the framework of the DCAF corporate strategy.  

Alignment and mutual collaboration with other departments in DCAF can be enhanced to 
improve cross-fertilisation of knowledge and capacities, which will in turn increase the 
overall value that GBMs get from DCAF.  

• All DCAF departments sit under the DCAF corporate strategy, which provides the 
framework for alignment and mutual collaboration. ISSAT has produced a 
departmental implementation plan that provides more detail to how its operational 
objectives and enabling factors help DCAF to collectively meet the corporate 
strategic objectives (which capture all activities that take place by DCAF 
departments). Furthermore, ISSAT will contribute to the DCAF sub-objective 4.3 to 
strengthen knowledge management.  

ISSAT’s Theory of Change (ToC) needs to evolve to better reflect the commitment to 
implement the fundamental approach of local ownership, as well as reflecting 
contributions towards wider policy objectives such as Agenda 2030. A revised ToC will also 
enhance ISSAT’s approach to its own performance management, reducing overlapping 
data gathering, enable better follow up checks with GBMs on the extent to which 
recommendations have been integrated, and integrating GBMs and partner countries in 
impact measurement. 

• This is addressed through the ISSAT operational strategy development process.  

ISSAT should seek greater geographical diversity in its team, as well as greater emphasis 
on gender in its mandate teams and for specific services.  

 
9 Advisory Field Support (AFS), Professional Development and Training (PDT), Outreach and Knowledge (OAK) 
and GBM strategic support 
10 The Pooled Fund provides a three-tier pillar system covering GBM bilateral support (Pillar 1), support to 
multilaterals (Pillar 2), and OAK and the trusted convening space (Pillar 3). Additional support can be provided 
through project funding. An overhead is added.  

https://issat.dcaf.ch/Learn/Resource-Library/Other-Documents/ISSAT-10-Year-Evaluation-Report
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• This will be addressed through updating its roster of additional S&J experts, as well 
as continuing to strive for greater diversity in core team recruitments and forming 
relevant partnerships.  

Appreciation for ISSAT’s efficiency, network, and the space it provides to ‘think big’ among 
‘like-minded’ countries and institutions, as well as its convening power. ISSAT brings 
together a variety of actors that they would otherwise struggle to coordinate at home. The 
evaluation encouraged ISSAT to more proactively use its collective voice to shape and 
influence the wider SSR support agenda: becoming a trend setter for how the IC engages. 

• This will be incorporated into several of the objectives, notably improving GBM 
coordination and building the business case for S&J.  

ISSAT serves as a knowledge hub for its GBMs that facilitates joint interaction, focusing on 
what works. In particular, there was an appreciation for ISSAT’s drive to constant learning, 
and its ability to turn action into practical knowledge and tools. This would be further 
enhanced by streamlining the wealth of information and knowledge resources in the 
Community of Practice platform to make it lighter, sharper and more accessible for its 
users. 

• This will be incorporated into the objective of providing a toolbox of approaches and 
examples on how to support S&J, and work has already begun on streamlining the 
Community of Practice.   

Appreciation for ISSAT’s ability to put key SSR topics on the table, the service lines 
deliveries, and the opportunity for GBMs to intervene at the conception phase to shape 
knowledge and training. However, engagement with GBMs should occur earlier, be 
broader, and at a higher level. 

• This will be addressed through enhanced communication with GBMs to raise 
awareness about options for joint engagement.  

ISSAT requires a clearer engagement and support strategy for multilaterals. The majority 
of such engagements have been demand-driven and not adequately captured in a longer-
term strategy with clear objectives and targets. While some attempts have been made to 
formulate specific work plans with each multilateral, these work plans have largely been 
limited to defining activities rather than long-term strategic aims regarding reinforcing 
capacities and institutional behavioural change. 

• This will be addressed through the objective to enable better GBM decision-making, 
enhancing GBM strategic approaches, as well as the enabling function of 
understanding our GBMs’ needs.  

ISSAT’s flexibility and “low-bureaucracy” approach greatly facilitates GBM support to S&J 
processes.  However, GBMs feared a drift towards increased bureaucratisation. Further 
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work was also required on improving the implementation of ISSAT’s matrix system of 
ensuring its expert resources are best allocated across the high number of requests for 
support that ISSAT receives. This includes a clearer understanding of responsibilities.  

• This will be addressed through the enabling functions to consolidate ISSAT 
programme management, demonstrate value for money, and develop and maintain 
ISSAT’s expertise.  
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Annex B – Results Framework 
The Results Framework incorporates as best possible all the different levels that ISSAT will report against and provides a master copy 
to feed directly into DCAF’s RBM system, the narrative report for the ISSAT pooled fund / other contractual reporting requirements to 
GBMs, and reporting on implementation of the DCAF corporate strategy.  

Due to its size, the Results Framework is kept as a separate document rather than integrated here.  
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Annex C – Risk Management  
The risk management framework is being developed following the adoption of the results framework at the ISSAT November 2020 
Governing Board Meeting.    
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Appendix 1 - ISSAT Departmental Implementation Plan for 
the 2020-2024 DCAF Strategy 
DCAF uses three main vectors of support to implement its Strategy 2020-2024. These are: 

1. Directly supporting national partners; 

2. Assisting international actors (donor countries, multilateral organisations); and  

3. Contributing to international policy development.  

DCAF’s International Security Sector Advisory Team (ISSAT) supports the implementation 
of DCAF’s strategic objectives under the second and third vectors through the work it does 
to reinforce and improve the way in which the international actors that make up ISSAT’s 
Governing Board individually and collectively support SSG/R.   

This document sets out the ISSAT departmental implementation plan for the DCAF 
Strategy under those two vectors. Each DCAF strategic objective is represented on a 
separate page, with columns capturing the sub-objectives. Within those sub-objectives, the 
DCAF numbered expected accomplishments are listed with the relevant ISSAT operational 
strategy objectives shown beneath them with a short explanation (the full text of DCAF’s 
29 expected accomplishments can be found on page 6 for reference). The ISSAT objectives 
are clustered around three focus areas (shown at the bottom of the diagrams) namely 1) 
improving Governing Board Members’ (GBMs’) collective support to S&J; 2) reinforcing 
GBMs’ individually in their S&J interventions; and 3) reinforcing GBMs’ institutional 
capacity to support S&J.  

The analysis of how ISSAT’s operational strategy objectives and enabling factors relate to 
DCAF’s corporate strategy implementation framework goes a long way towards 
demonstrating the complimentary and mutually reinforcing dynamic between the two. 
While DCAF’s corporate strategic implementation framework represents the determining 
framework within which ISSAT operates and which ISSAT continues to advance, not all 
ISSAT contributions may fully be captured by the 58 individual indicators which have been 
defined as part of this framework. All ISSAT contributions can however be related to, and 
thus contribute to the fulfilment of, DCAF’s corporate strategic objectives and sub-
objectives. Notwithstanding the above, DCAF remains a demand-driven organization. 
Regarding ISSAT this means that the Department’s portfolio and the types of mandates it 
will undertake during the implementation period continue to be dependent on the needs 
and requests from GBMs. 
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